Fascism has won in America

The death of America

...there are no republicans, there are no conservatives, there are only fascists and a very few democrats, there are those who once were republicans and now claim to be democrats but who is in government and who are running for office? billionaires and millionaires...Fascism has won in America...as a patriot from a family full of patriots, I am obliged to tell you the truth...

One of the great American industrialists of our day—a man who has rendered yeoman service to his country in this crisis-recently emphasized the grave dangers of “rightist reaction” in this Nation. All clear-thinking businessmen share his concern. Indeed, if such reaction should develop—if history were to repeat itself and we were to return to the so-called “normalcy” of the 1920's—then it is certain that even though we shall have conquered our enemies on the battlefields abroad, we shall have yielded to the spirit of Fascism here at home. FDR 1944
‘He’s Just…Erased’: PBS 2020 Segment Finds Time for Klobuchar, Sestak, and Bullock—But Completely Ignores Bernie Sanders

It was like watching “manufacturing consent in action,’ said Current Affairs editor Nathan Robinson.

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/12/03/hes-justerased-pbs-2020-segment-finds-time-klobuchar-sestak-
and-bullock-completely

…Senator Bernie Sanders had 100% of my support last time and 100% of my support this time, he is as close as we will ever get to FDR…we need Bernie in order to survive as a nation and as a planet!…there is a page here devoted to the Senator, it is my hope you read it and about the Green New Deal…

Millions could lose access to food stamps under Trump proposal, study finds

Altered rules would also cut monthly benefits and end free or discounted lunches to nearly a million students


Sonny Perdue, the US agriculture secretary, wrote in a USA Today op-ed that the Trump administration was “taking steps to restore integrity to Snap and move people toward self-sufficiency”.

The rule changes, Perdue wrote, restore “the dignity of work to a sizable segment of our population, while it is also respectful of the taxpayers who fund the program”.

…you are not to be a costly burden to the corporation/government at anytime, you are to be a good worker supporting those that make you a slave…what do you not understand Pilgrim?…this is True-Fascism…for a better understanding of fascism in America, go to the duckduckgo link provided…

‘What Cruelty Looks Like’: Trump Finalizes Plan to Strip
Food Aid From 750,000 Low-Income People by 2020

“When it came to tax cuts for corporations and the wealthy, Trump felt the nation’s finances were firm enough to give up more than $1,500,000,000,000. When it’s time to spend a fraction of that to help poor people eat, that’s when the well has supposedly run dry.”


…this is a crime against humanity and should be part of the impeachment…

America is not the land of the free but one of monopolies so predatory they imperil the nation


“Socialism = Capitalism + Democracy
Fascism = Capitalism – Democracy.” ..Brukli in the comments section

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=fascism+in+america&t=ffnt&ia=web

Fareed Zakaria fears American democracy could be in peril


…I like Fareed, he is concise, thoughtful and way understated, you have to listen very carefully with good focus to grasp what he is saying…here what he is saying is that we have driven our country into an elected dictatorship, unfortunately for us that dictator is a fascist…

Report | Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence
the report in PDF form...the emotions I feel are too complex to express clearly having watched the hearings and this grifter in operation...I think this sums it up quite well...

trumpery /ˈtrʌmpərɪ/ archaic
noun ( pl. trumperies )
attractive articles of little value or use.
• practices or beliefs that are superficially or visually appealing but have little real value or worth.
adjective
showy but worthless: trumpery jewelry.
• delusive or shallow: that trumpery hope which lets us dupe ourselves.

ORIGIN late Middle English (denoting trickery): from Old French tromperie, from tromper ‘deceive.’

To be added to the “Hate is a disease page”.
Chick-fil-A faces rightwing backlash after cutting ties to Christian groups
Ted Cruz and Mike Huckabee condemn restaurant chain that also donated to civil rights group Southern Poverty Law Center

https://www.theguardian.com/food/2019/nov/30/chick-fil-a-conservative-ted-cruz-mike-huckabee

Rightwing ‘bill mill’ accused of sowing racist and white supremacist policies
An advocacy group report criticises Alec, a group which brings together conservative lawmakers and corporate interests

https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2019/dec/02/alec-white-supremacy-conservatives-racism

...I have contacted the restaurant chain and have referred them to the “Hate” page
and have basically thanked them for taking a stand for what is good and right…just what would Jesus do?…Alec, a fascist dream come true, you get hate, religion, money and the corporation in control of 350 million people…

Republicans issue 123-page defense of Trump ahead of Democrats’ impeachment report

Pre-emptive strike offers blueprint for GOP senators to acquit president, claiming a plot by Democrats


…the attempt to normalize the insanity that is trump…

…sorry…that’s all there is…what you thought was below this has been a pigment of your imagination…
...The Arctic will continue to heat up, the ice will melt releasing methane from land and sea and the “Methane Burp” of some 50 Gt (gigaton) of methane...we will suffocate due to lack of oxygen...the methane will accumulate and catch fire...the surface of the earth will catch fire and burn...the nuclear power plants will explode releasing radiation...there will be a nuclear fire soot induced winter...the planet will be frozen over...this will begin with the “Burp” occurring in 12 to 24 months...the growing heat waves, extreme weather events and the now unstable jet streams are the signs of a runaway climate change, it has started in the Arctic, Alaska, Canada, Russia, moving from the pole down...I have provided the evidence above to substantiate my scenario on the “The Great Dying” pages, if you see something I have missed, let me know...

Scientists Say A Fluctuating Jet Stream May Be Causing Extreme Weather Events


“What surprised the scientists was that the jet stream’s meandering has become more frequent. “Since 1960 we get more years when the jet is in an extreme position,” Trouet says, either in its northernmost or southernmost position. She adds that this pattern of more frequent, extreme shifts north and south has never been seen before in her 290-year record.”

Climate Emergency pg 13-Jet Streams
...floods, droughts, holiday travel, it is time to wake up, we are in uncharted territory, our planet, our support system is on fire, just like Greta, I want you to Panic... for the 290 year recorded history within tree rings the Earth's jet streams have never been so wacky wavy wobbly... click on any image to make it larger...

‘Bomb cyclone’ storm expected to upend Thanksgiving travel


https://earth.nullschool.net/#current/wind/isobaric/250hPa/orthographic=265.31,40.74,753

...if looking at this and knowing what you know from reading the climate emergency pages here doesn’t scare the hell outta ya, what will…

...Friday the 29th of Nov. 2:00am below…
“I looked at it. What I saw was some very unscientific writing. Does “my gawd I hope not?” belong in something scientifically written?–not to mention the very low level of the writing in general.”

This is a recent comment I received on what is here. I post the science and make a comment. I am autistic and am uneducated like all of you seem or claim to be. I was not indoctrinated into someone else idea of what I must learn. If you are uncomfortable with what I do here and think you can do better, start your own blog and hang yourself out in the wind as I do. I tried to watch Dr. Michael Mann on MSNBC and found myself disgusted by his “happy talk” of disinformation and had to stop when he spoke of a carbon tax, got his email address and was going to send him an email but decided not to, why bother?…John Kerry has announced “World War Zero” to enlist people to perform more “happy talk” around the Nation about the climate emergency, when in fact what we need is massive R&D into weapons to
fight this War, diplomacy has very real limits on the battle field, just ask the gun pointed at your face…

https://worldwarzero.com/

...there are recent updates to the page, O...Climate...where I will be posting additional materials as I find them...

O...Climate Emergency pg15-The Great Dying

...below is more “happy talk” and no mention of R&D for weapons to fight this War, not in the article or in the comments...where does that leave you?...

Decrying ‘Utterly Inadequate’ Efforts to Tackle Climate Crisis, UN Chief Declares ‘Our War Against Nature Must Stop’

“The point of no return is no longer over the horizon,” António Guterres warned ahead of COP 25. “It is in sight and hurtling toward us.”


Meet the Big Polluters Sponsoring COP25

Whether it’s subsidies or the global response to this crisis, around the world, the influence of industries like the fossil fuel industry continues to hamper our policymaking to face the ecological and climate crisis.

https://www.commondreams.org/views/2019/12/03/meet-big-polluters-sponsoring-cop25

“The Spanish government has said it is seeking corporate sponsors because it doesn’t have the funds itself to host the event. But a closer look reveals it is skewed priorities, not strapped budgets at fault. Each year, the Spanish government gives fossil fuel electricity companies €470 million in subsidies. And Spain is no outlier in this. The International Monetary Fund estimates that globally, governments subsidize the fossil fuel industry to the tune of $5.2 trillion annually. Imagine how easily governments
could fund a plan for the energy transition to clean source and a meeting like COP25, if they weren’t giving more than a million euros a day to fossil fuel corporations.”

…is there any wondering left about what is going to happen?…

…the jet streams for Sunday Dec. 1st, 2019…the jet streams are blending over the Pacific Ocean…

https://earth.nullschool.net/#current/wind/isobaric/250hPa/orthographic=174.93,5.07,277

…click on the link and click and grab the globe and turn it any which way you like…the oceans are heating up, now the “heat blob” in the Southern Ocean is bigger than the one in the Northern…
.. sulfur dioxide from being on fire...
…what is Russia doing here? is this where Moscow is?…

https://earth.nullschool.net/#current/chem/surface/level/overlay=so2smass/orthographic=-285.34,51.10,568/loc=84.393,49.774

Borneo is burning How the world’s demand for palm oil is driving deforestation in Indonesia


…destroying the planet for a product demanded by the market place, not by or for any sane, moral or ethical reason is insanity…it is a symptom of unbridled fascism, the market over life…see how this works?…for more on Palm Oil, go here…

https://duckduckgo.com/?q=palm+oil+deforestation&t=fnt&ia=web

Climate crisis pushing Earth to a ‘global tipping point,’ researchers say


…originally posted on the 28th of Nov. on the Heath page…now moved to the front
page...how nice of CNN/s...

we have 3 things happening at the same time...the collapse of governmental norms around the globe...the collapse of the environment due to the climate emergency...the 6th extinction and the massive loss of all life...try and stay sane and safe as best you can in the coming days and months, I doubt we have years...GWS

.org domain registry has been sold to a private equity group

...this effects me personally and this website/blog...I do not know what the future holds...I cannot afford any cost increases because I have no funding...if I am forced off-line by this, it leaves my name open to abuse by hackers and others...this could very well destroy much of the web as we have come to know it...much like everything else, things are turning to shit very fast...